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Preface

This book focuses on literacy education in the middle years, the years that span primary and secondary schools. This specific focus came from the long-term interests of the contributing authors and their passion for literacies, for teaching, for working with students and teachers in schools, and for working with pre-service teachers in universities.

The middle years of schooling cater for students who have variously been called adolescents, young adolescents, early adolescents, youths, young people, teenagers, teens and tweens. This age group is often described as ‘troubling,’ ‘crazed with hormones,’ or ‘delinquents, deficiencies, or clowns’ (Lesko, 2001, p. 1). In fact, you may have noticed that the media, in particular, seem adept at telling stories that demonise young people (Bahr, 2010) and showing them as nuisances to society. This is evident in news headlines, such as ‘Teen girls “spit and punch” mother and daughter at Southbank’ (Munro O’Brien, 2011), ‘Teens questioned over swan killing’ (Flower & McGee, 2011), and ‘Teen in court over series of random violent attacks in CBD’ (Ross, 2011).

The media often tell deficit stories about literacy education and about literacy educators. It is not unusual to hear that literacy standards are falling and that this is the result of young people’s deficiencies, problems with the education system, poor teaching, or inadequate teacher education provided by universities. The following media headlines indicate the types of stories that seem to be told on a regular basis: ‘Australian teens’ skills falling in maths, literacy’ (Dillon, 2010), ‘Australia “falling behind” on Indigenous literacy’ (McDonald, 2011), ‘Opposition targets “shocking” rural literacy’ (Patty, 2011).

If we believed all of the gloom and doom stories about young people and about literacy education, then we would probably come to the conclusion that teaching in the middle years was an experience akin to being Stuck in the middle with you—not an experience that we’d really want to have. However, this is not a view taken by the authors of this book. None of the authors subscribe to negative or deficit views. Rather, they take a positive perspective, focusing squarely on classrooms as places where literacy learning occurs.

This book, therefore, sets out to offer productive and transformative ideas for literacy education in the middle years and to ensure that the learning of literacies is relevant and engaging for all students. The authors recognise that there is considerable public scrutiny of literacy education and increasing pressure on teachers to deliver better student results on mandated tests and measures. However, rather than becoming embroiled in the debates or getting caught up in what Rasinski and Fawcett called ‘accountability by acronym’
(2008, p. 1), they have focused on classroom practices and how the work of teachers might make a difference to student learning. In particular, the book highlights the authors' interests in making sense of student diversity and ensuring that literacy education caters for all students.

Notes

1 Thank you to my colleague Brad McLennan who reminded me of the Stealers Wheel song, Stuck in the middle with you, and the possibilities for playing with the word middle.
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